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ABSTRACT

Sea level rise results from several contributing physical processes, including ocean thermal expansion and

glacier and ice sheet mass loss. Future projections of sea level remain highly uncertain due to several sources

of aleatory and epistemic uncertainty. Quantifying different sources of sea level rise involves considering

possible pathways of future radiative forcing and integrating models of different sea level rise processes. The

probabilistic hazard analysis strategy has been proposed for combining sea level rise prediction models and

climate forcing scenarios to examine sea level rise prediction uncertainty and the sources of this uncertainty.

In this study we carry out an illustrative probabilistic sea level rise hazard analysis using ensembles of sea level

rise predictions and emissions scenarios from the literature. This illustrative analysis allows us to estimate the

probability that sea level rise will exceed a specified threshold at a given location and time and highlights how

sea level rise uncertainty is sensitive to scenario inputs and sea level rise projection modeling choices.

Probabilistic hazard is depicted for Earth using sea level rise hazard maps. We also demonstrate how hazard

deaggregation can help us quantify the relative contributions of sea level rise sources, prediction models, and

climate forcing scenarios to sea level rise hazard. The ice sheet contribution to sea level rise has a large impact

on probabilistic projection of sea level rise due to the disagreements between current ice sheet models related

to differences in modeling ice sheet instability.

1. Introduction

Sea level rise occurs due to several physical processes,

including thermosteric ocean expansion and glacier and

ice sheet mass balance contributions. Prediction models

for these sources of sea level rise have associated episte-

mic modeling uncertainty. Uncertainty regarding future

rates of greenhouse gas emissions and the resulting cli-

mate forcing also impacts sea level rise. Analyzing future

sea level rise involves combining these sources of uncer-

tainty. In this study, we illustrate how sea level rise and

climate predictions can be combined using probabilistic

sea level rise hazard analysis (PSLRHA) (Lin 2012). This

is done using prediction model and climate forcing sce-

nario ensembles.

PSLRHA, inspired by probabilistic seismic hazard

analysis (PSHA) (Cornell 1968), is used to find the total

probability that sea level rise at a given time will

exceed a given threshold by considering projections of

sources of sea level rise. Sea level rise hazard maps are

created to portray the probability that sea level rise will

exceed a given threshold at a given point in time, re-

flecting current models of sea level rise and associated

uncertainty. If such maps were provided at a sufficient

resolution, decision-makers could use them to find an

appropriate local level of sea level rise consistent with a

desired level of probability (e.g., a 95% probability that

sea level rise would not exceed this level). Hazard

deaggregation (Lin and Baker 2011; Lin et al. 2013) is

used to find conditional probabilities of different sources

of sea level rise for a given hazard threshold, helping

highlight the sources with the greatest influence on prob-

abilistic sea level rise estimates at different hazard levels.

Process-based models such as the general circulation

models (GCMs) of the climate system are considered

effective for simulating thermosteric sea level rise and
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dynamic sea level changes: regional sea level variations

associated with density and pressure changes (Taylor

et al. 2012; Landerer et al. 2013; DeConto and Pollard

2016). Process-based ice sheet models (ISMs) have been

developed to simulate ice sheet evolution, including

mass balance changes (Fyke et al. 2011; Winkelmann

et al. 2012; Nowicki et al. 2013a,b). Glacier melt con-

tribution can be simulated using semiempirical energy-

and flux-based mass balance models (Radić et al. 2013).

Mass balance change, such as results from glacier and

ice sheet evolution, creates regional variations in sea

level rise related to the locations of mass change. Such

regional sea level change can be estimated using the sea

level equation (Peltier 2004). Sea level rise prediction

modeling uncertainty is often estimated using predic-

tion model ensembles (Mengel et al. 2016; Wong et al.

2017). Climate forcing uncertainty generally is con-

sidered in the literature using a set of climate forcing

pathways that depict different future socioeconomic

trends (Nakicenovic et al. 2000; Ebi et al. 2013; IPCC

2013; van Vuuren and Carter 2013; Nauels et al. 2017).

Scenarios such as the representative concentration

pathways (RCPs) (Moss et al. 2010) span the range of

heavy mitigation of CO2 emissions to business-as-usual

emissions rate growth, but do not consider the probabil-

ities of individual scenarios.

This study demonstrates how sea level rise uncer-

tainty can be modeled using the concept of probabi-

listic hazard analysis (Cornell 1968; Lin 2012). Our

goal is not to provide a comprehensive analysis of sea

level rise uncertainty, but to illustrate the connections

between sea level rise hazard, the sources of sea level

rise, and choices of sea level rise models. Probabilistic

hazard analysis is carried out in the study using en-

sembles of RCPs, GCMs, glacier models, and ISMs.

The total probability theorem is used to aggregate

sources of sea level rise. Where direct simulation data

are not available, sources of sea level rise are estimated

using emulation methods from the literature. To esti-

mate the probability distribution of future sea level

rise, we randomly sample combinations of forcing

scenarios and sea level rise prediction models and

consider emulation uncertainty for glacier and ice

sheet projections. Bayes’s rule is used to deaggregate

the contributions of sea level rise sources and predic-

tion models; in other words, to find the conditional

probabilities of such model or sources given sea level

rise exceeds a certain level (Lin and Baker 2011;

Lin et al. 2013). Section 2 describes the methods of

probabilistic sea level rise hazard analysis. Sources

of sea level rise are emulated for the sampling pro-

cess using different methods described in section 3.

Sea level rise hazard maps and deaggregations are

discussed in section 4, helping us consider the relative

importance of different sea level rise predictionmodels

and climate forcing scenarios. Results and conclusions

are summarized in section 5.

2. Probabilistic sea level rise hazard analysis

a. Aggregation and deaggregation of probabilistic sea
level rise hazard

In this study, sea level rise uncertainty is modeled

using projections of different sources of sea level rise

and their associated uncertainties (Mengel et al. 2016;

Wong et al. 2017). The largest sources of sea level rise,

driven by climate changes, are sea level rise due to

thermal expansion and sea level rise resulting from

glacier and ice sheet mass losses. Multiple prediction

models exist for each source, reflecting modeling un-

certainty. Modeling uncertainty can be estimated by

treating simulations as samples from a probability dis-

tribution of possible sea level rise scenarios. Climate

forcing uncertainty can be modeled in a similar way

using the RCPs or other forcing scenarios.

In probabilistic hazard analysis, the probabilityP(S. h)

that sea level S exceeds a given hazard threshold h ac-

counts for contributions from thermosteric and dynamic

sea level rise T, glacier sea level rise G, and ice sheet sea

level rise I. For the purposes of this illustrative study, the

impact of land water storage is neglected due to the

complexity of including this effect and the relatively small

impact on global sea level. As depicted in Eq. (1), total sea

level rise in this study is modeled as the simple sum of

patterns of thermosteric, dynamic, glacier, and ice sheet

sea level change:

S5T1G1 I . (1)

P(S . h) is calculated using the total probability

theorem, which integrates conditional sea level rise

probability distributions associated with projections of

the physical sea level rise processes P(S . hjT, G, I)

over probability distributions for thermosteric sea level

rise f(TjPj, Yk), glacier sea level rise f(GjPj, Yk, Gl), and

ice sheet sea level rise f(IjPj, Yk, Fm). Sea level rise

predictions are dependent on choice of RCP Pj, GCM

Yk, glacier model Gl, and ISM Fm. The probabilistic

hazard analysis framework could include RCP proba-

bilities P(Pj), GCM probabilities P(Yk), glacier model

probabilities P(Gl), and ISM probabilities P(Fm). For

the purposes of this illustrative study, we assume that

all models and scenarios are equally likely. Equation

(2) depicts the application of the total probability

theorem.
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Thermosteric, glacier, and ice sheet sea level rise pro-

jections depend on RCP and GCM. Sea level rise model

projections are assumed to be independent in this for-

mulation. In reality, feedbacks should exist between

such projections, but the simplifying assumption is nec-

essary for the illustrative analysis due to the difficulty

and computational cost of pairing atmospheric, ocean,

ice sheet, and glacier models (Vizcaino et al. 2015).

Probabilistic sea level rise hazard analysis allows us to

examine the impacts of different forcing scenarios as

well as sea level rise contribution projections though

hazard deaggregation (Cornell 1968; Lin 2012), which

finds the conditional probabilities of different forcing

scenarios P(PjjS . h), GCMs P(YkjS . h), glacier

models P(GljS . h), or ISMs P(FmjS . h) given ex-

ceedance of a sea level rise threshold,
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(4)

Such analysis helps us describe the extent to which

various aspects of the sea level rise process are related

to exceeding different sea level rise values. Equations

(3) and (4) depict hazard deaggregation for RCPs and

GCMs. Conditional probabilities can be calculated in

the same manner for glacier and ice sheet prediction

models. Hazard deaggregation can also be performed

to find conditional probability distributions of ther-

mosteric f(TjS . h), glacier f(GjS . h), and ice sheet

f(IjS . h) sea level rise. Equation (5) depicts the

deaggregation for the probability distribution of

thermosteric sea level rise. Distributions for glacier

and ice sheet sea level rise can be calculated in the

same way.
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Deaggregation quantifies the relative contributions of

sea level rise sources, prediction models, and climate

forcing scenarios to sea level rise hazard. This allows us

to consider how sensitive exceeding sea level rise hazard

thresholds is to individual sea level rise sources, models,

and scenarios. In this illustrative study, deaggregation is

performed only for global mean sea level rise projec-

tions. Deaggregation of local sea level rise projections

is also possible and could be useful for local decision-

making purposes given a more comprehensive proba-

bilistic hazard analysis of sufficiently fine resolution.

b. Sea level rise prediction sampling

In this study, sea level rise sources are aggregated

using a sampling process that iteratively collects a large

sample of joint projections of climate forcing and each

source of sea level rise given a pool of forcing scenarios

and models. Figure 1 depicts the process for selecting
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sets of prediction models and forcing scenarios. The

sampling process involves several steps:

1) An RCP is selected at random.

2) One of four GCMs is selected at random and corre-

sponding global mean temperature and thermosteric

and dynamic sea level rise projections are noted.

3) One of four glacier models are selected at random,

and global mean glacier sea level rise for the chosen

model and temperature change projection are com-

bined with a randomly sampled pattern of regional

glacier sea level rise, estimated from satellite gra-

vimetry data and a sea level equation solver, to

produce a glacier sea level rise projection.

4) One of four ISMs are selected, a response-function-

based emulation method, which uses a random sample

of basalmelt sensitivity fromauniformdistribution and

global mean temperature change, is used to find mass

balance change for Greenland and Antarctic ice sheet

basins. Mass balance is converted into an ice sheet sea

level rise fingerprint using a sea level equation solver.

5) Thermosteric and dynamic sea level rise is combined

with glacier and ice sheet sea level rise to produce a

sample of overall sea level rise.

A sample size of 10 000 was used in this illustrative

study. Iteratively larger sample sizes were tested for

the analysis, and it was found that hazard analysis and

deaggregation results were not noticeably different

between analyses using 5000 and 10 000 samples. A

larger sample size could be required for future ana-

lyses with larger ensembles of RCPs and sea level rise

prediction models or different modeling of stochastic

components. We keep track of the RCP, GCM, glacier

model, and ISM selected for each sample. In this

study, all prediction models and RCPs are assumed to

be equally likely.

When a prediction model is selected, specific methods

are used to estimate the sea level rise fingerprint asso-

ciated with that model. GCM thermosteric and dynamic

sea level predictions are available directly from model

RCP projections. Global mean temperature change

time series projections are also taken from these ex-

periments. Glacier and ice sheet mass balance changes

are emulated as functions of global mean temperature

change using methods from the literature (Slangen and

van de Wal 2011; Marzeion et al. 2012; Giesen and

Oerlemans 2012; Radić et al. 2013; Levermann et al.

2014).Mass balance changes are converted into sea level

rise fingerprints using the sea level equation (Peltier

2004; Adhikari et al. 2016).

3. Modeling and emulating sources of sea level rise

a. Thermosteric and dynamic sea level projection

In the literature, climate forcing scenarios like the

RCPs depict a range of possible climate forcing, including

mitigation (RCP2.6), business-as-usual (RCP8.5), and

moderate (RCP4.5, 6.0) emissions rate growth scenarios

for 2006–2100. The phase 5 of the Coupled Model

Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) collects GCM cli-

mate simulation experiments, including sea level rise

projections, for the RCPs (Taylor et al. 2012).

FIG. 1. Flowchart for sampling climate forcing scenarios and sea level rise predictionmodels for

probabilistic sea level rise hazard analysis.
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GCM predictions of thermosteric and dynamic sea

level change are available for each RCP and GCM

combination considered in this study. A single sea level

rise simulation is used for each combination to illus-

trate how model and scenario ensembles can be built.

Multiple simulations for specific experiments are also

not available for all GCMs from the CMIP5 datasets. As

depicted in Table 1, GCM prediction differences reflect

choices in constructing various submodels, such as those

of the atmosphere and ocean. An ensemble of GCM

projections can help reflect thermosteric and dynamic

sea level rise modeling uncertainty.

b. Glacier model and sea level rise modeling and
emulation

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

(IPCC) Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) (IPCC 2013)

identified four glacier models whose projections of gla-

cier mass balance change could be emulated. Table 2

characterizes the relationship between global mean

temperature and global mean sea level rise due to gla-

cier melt identified for these models by AR5. The IPCC

also estimated the Pearson correlation coefficient r for

each glacier model between yearly averaged global

mean temperature and estimated glacier sea level rise

contribution (IPCC 2013).

Glacier global mean sea level rise G(t) at year t is

estimated for each sample as a function of temperature

above 2006 levels Dt(t) and the sampled glacier model

response parameter g as described by Eq. (6).

G(t)5�
t

Dt(t)g dt . (6)

Global mean glacier sea level rise is converted into a

pattern of regional glacier sea level change fingerprint

by sampling from a selection of fingerprints estimated

for glacier mass balance changes measured by the

Gravity and Recovery Climate Experiment (Swenson

2012). Monthly measurements of mass balance change

for 2006–16 were converted to sea level fingerprints

using the sea level equation solver of Adhikari et al.

(2016) and then normalized to reflect the pattern of sea

level change expected for 1mm of global mean sea level

rise. One normalized glacier pattern is selected for each

sample and scaled up to the global mean glacier sea

level rise.

c. Ice sheet and sea level rise emulation

Physics-based ISMs disagree about the magnitude

of future ice sheet contribution to sea level rise.

Computationally, these ISMs function like GCMs, using

finite-element or finite-difference models to synthesize

physics submodels (Nowicki et al. 2013a,b). The com-

putational complexity and relative newness of ISMs

makes it difficult to use direct ice sheet simulations in

analyses of total sea level rise. In this study, we use a

method suggested by Levermann et al. (2014) to emu-

late ISM projections for different global mean temper-

ature change projections.

This emulation method divides ice sheet mass balance

change between an atmospheric response related to

global mean atmospheric temperature change and an

ocean response related to Arctic ocean temperature

change. Mass balance is estimated in this method for

seven Greenland ice sheet basins and eight Antarctic ice

sheet basins. Change in mass balance at time t due to the

time series of global mean atmospheric temperature

Dt(t0) is modeled at each basin using the response

function depicted by Eq. (7).

I
a
(t)5

ðt
0

R
a
(t2 t

0
)Dt(t

0
) dt (7)

Atmospheric response functions for each ISM are esti-

mated using results from the Sea-Level Response to Ice

Sheet Evolution (SeaRISE) project, which collected

ISM responses to a variety of atmospheric warming,

basal sliding, and ice shelf melting forcing experiments

TABLE 1. GCM ensemble members of phase 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project submodel choices.

GCM name Modeling group Ocean submodel Atmosphere submodel Land surface submodel

HadGEM2-ES MOHC HadGEM2 HadGEM2 HadGEM2

MIROC-ESM MIROC MIROC-AGCM COCO3.4 MATSIRO

MRI-CGCM3 MRI MRI-AGCM3.3 MRI.COM3 HAL

NorESM1–1-m NCC CAM4-Oslo NorESM-Ocean CLM4

TABLE 2. Glacier model characteristic responses to global mean

temperature and relative reliabilities as estimated by AR5.

Global glacier model

Global mean sea level

response (mm 8C21 yr21) r

Giesen and Oerlemans

(2012)

3.02 0.733

Marzeion et al. (2012) 4.96 0.685

Radić et al. (2013) 5.45 0.676

Slangen and van de

Wal (2011)

3.44 0.742
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(Nowicki et al. 2013a,b). In this study, global mean

temperature is estimated from the RCP and GCM se-

lected for any given sample. Estimating the ocean con-

tribution to ice sheet mass balance involves converting

global mean temperature change to an estimated Arctic

ocean temperature. This is done as described by using an

estimated scaling coefficient for the ISM used and global

mean temperature as described by Eq. (8).

Dt
0
(t)5aDt(t2 t

0
) (8)

Ocean temperature then is converted to basal melting

for the ice sheet basin as a function of basal melt sensi-

tivity as described by Eq. (9):

Db5bDt
0
, (9)

where b is selected randomly from a uniform observation-

based interval between 9 and 16myr21K21 (Levermann

et al. 2014). Mass balance change for the basal melting is

estimated using another response function estimated from

the SeaRISE experiment as depicted by Eq. (10).

I
o
(t)5

ðt
0

R
o
(t2 t

0
)Db(t

0
) dt . (10)

Tables 3 and 4 describe estimated ice sheet responses for

Greenland and Antarctic basins and 4 ISM that partici-

pated in the SeaRISE project. The Ra(100) and Ro(100)

terms for atmospheric and oceanic responses, respectively,

reflect values estimated for t 2 t0 5 100 years via the

SeaRISEproject (Nowicki et al. 2013a,b).Values are given

in terms of sea level equivalent (SLE): the change in global

average sea level that would occur if a given amount of

water or ice were added to or removed from the oceans.

d. Sea level rise projection fingerprints

We can compare the sea level rise fingerprints of dif-

ferent future sea level rise projections as estimated using

TABLE 3. ISM characteristic atmosphere and ocean warming responses estimated for the SeaRISE experiments for Greenland basins.

Basin 100-yr forcing response AIF ISSM SICOPOLIS UMISM

N basin (828N, 488W) Atmosphere Ra (100) (mm SLE 8C21) 21.11 20.29 20.63 20.51

Ocean Ro (100) [mm SLE (m yr21)21] 20.13 20.01 20.01 20.50

NE basin (788N, 258W) Atmosphere Ra (100) (mm SLE 8C21) 20.77 20.08 20.36 0.11

Ocean Ro (100) [mm SLE (m yr21)21] 20.10 20.01 20.04 20.50

CE basin (708N, 258W) Atmosphere Ra (100) (mm SLE 8C21) 0.06 0.08 0.00 0.05

Ocean Ro (100) [mm SLE (m yr21)21] 0.00 20.01 0.00 20.21

SE basin (658N, 308W) Atmosphere Ra (100) (mm SLE 8C21) 0.12 0.08 0.00 20.08

Ocean Ro (100) [mm SLE (m yr21)21] 20.01 20.01 0.00 20.21

SW basin (658N, 508W) Atmosphere Ra (100) (mm SLE 8C21) 21.32 20.14 20.17 20.59

Ocean Ro (100) [mm SLE (m yr21)21] 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.03

CW basin (718N, 558W) Atmosphere Ra (100) (mm SLE 8C21) 20.38 20.33 20.39 20.33

Ocean Ro (100) [mm SLE (m yr21)21] 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.38

NW basin (758N, 608W) Atmosphere Ra (100) (mm SLE 8C21) 20.32 20.09 20.21 20.46

Ocean Ro (100) [mm SLE (m yr21)21] 0.00 0.00 20.05 20.31

TABLE 4. ISM characteristic atmosphere and ocean warming responses estimated for the SeaRISE experiment for Antarctic basins.

Basin 100-yr forcing response AIF ISSM SICOPOLIS UMISM

QMD (758S, 408E) Atmosphere Ra (100) (mm SLE 8C21) 0.17 0.20 20.08 20.28

Ocean Ro (100) [mm SLE (m yr21)21] 20.25 0.00 20.20 21.00

AMR (758S, 708E) Atmosphere Ra (100) (mm SLE 8C21) 0.10 0.11 20.02 0.02

Ocean Ro (100) [mm SLE (m yr21)21] 20.15 0.00 20.15 21.05

WLK (728S, 1108E) Atmosphere Ra (100) (mm SLE 8C21) 0.35 0.35 0.53 20.32

Ocean Ro (100) [mm SLE (m yr21)21] 20.03 0.00 20.03 21.00

VCT (738S, 1508E) Atmosphere Ra (100) (mm SLE 8C21) 0.00 0.00 20.17 0.08

Ocean Ro (100) [mm SLE (m yr21)21] 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.65

ROS (828S, 1808) Atmosphere Ra (100) (mm SLE 8C21) 0.22 0.28 20.08 20.10

Ocean Ro (100) [mm SLE (m yr21)21] 21.10 0.00 20.20 20.40

AMD (738S, 1008W) Atmosphere Ra (100) (mm SLE 8C21) 0.00 0.00 20.50 20.25

Ocean Ro (100) [mm SLE (m yr21)21] 20.05 0.00 20.60 20.55

PEN (708S, 708W) Atmosphere Ra (100) (mm SLE 8C21) 0.10 0.13 20.33 20.68

Ocean Ro (100) [mm SLE (m yr21)21] 20.03 0.00 20.20 20.65

WDL (788S, 458W) Atmosphere Ra (100) (mm SLE 8C21) 0.25 0.25 20.27 0.20

Ocean Ro (100) [mm SLE (m yr21)21] 21.25 0.00 20.55 20.75
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the prediction model and forcing scenario sampling

process. Figure 2 compares sample mean and standard

deviation for all sources of sea level rise for 2100 while

sampling from all RCPs and prediction models. Given

the use of four-member ensembles, the mean and stan-

dard deviation do not completely describe the proba-

bility distribution, but still give us an idea of regional

variations in sea level rise contributions and associated

uncertainties. As depicted in Figs. 2a and 2b, variations

between GCM sea level rise estimates are relatively

small compared to ensemble mean projections. GCMs

agree that dynamic sea levels will likely rise at middle

latitudes and will likely fall near Antarctica. Ensemble

analysis also helps us identify regions of disagreement,

such as are apparent at the most northern and southern

latitudes. Glacier melt tends to create relatively small

sea level impact at more northern latitudes and higher,

evenly distributed sea level rise at lower latitudes due to

the concentration of glacier mass in the north. Glacier

contribution uncertainty is concentrated near the loca-

tions of the largest glaciers and at the lowest latitudes,

where glacier sea level rise is highest.

Mean and standard deviation of ice sheet sea level rise

are much larger than those for thermosteric and dy-

namic sea level rise and for glacier sea level rise. This

reflects the influence of the University of Maine Ice

Sheet Model (UMISM), which projects an especially

large ice sheet mass balance response to rising tem-

peratures. Mass loss from Greenland causes sea level

decreases at northern latitudes and sea level rise at

southern latitudes, while mass loss from Antarctica

causes the opposite. As depicted in Figs. 2 and 3, re-

gional sea level decreases are much more notable in the

south than in the north as sea level rise associated with

Antarctica is much larger than that for Greenland.

4. Probabilistic sea level rise hazard mapping and
source deaggregation

a. Mapping sea level rise hazard

Sea level rise hazard maps are produced using the

results of the sampling process and the total probability

theorem. Figure 3 depicts the probabilities that sea level

rise will exceed 0.5, 1, 2, 3, and 4m during the 2006–2100

period. As GCMs have different resolutions based on

finite-element resolution choices and glacier data have

yet another resolution, all mapped data are found by

interpolating individual sea level rise projections onto a

28 3 28 global grid. The probabilities of exceeding a

given sea level rise threshold at any grid point are im-

pacted by the regional patterns of sea level rise caused

FIG. 2. (a),(b)Mean and standard deviation respectively of GCM andRCP ensemble projections of thermosteric

and dynamic sea level change for 2006–2100; (c),(d) mean and standard deviation respectively of glacier model and

RCP ensemble projections of glacier sea level rise for 2006–2100; and (e),(f) mean and standard deviation re-

spectively of ISM and RCP ensemble projections of ice sheet sea level rise for 2006–2100.
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by dynamic sea level change and ice sheet and glacier

mass balance change. As depicted by Fig. 2a, dynamic

sea level rise at the midlatitudes, especially in the Pacific

and Indian Oceans causes higher probabilities of ex-

ceedance of hazard thresholds at these locations. The

impacts of glacier mass balance change on sea level,

as depicted in Fig. 2c, create relatively low probabilities

of exceedance at northern latitudes, especially near

Greenland and for lower threshold values. Sea level rise

exceedance probabilities are low across all thresholds

at the most southern latitudes, reflecting patterns of

Antarctic mass loss and dynamic sea level rise, as de-

picted in Figs. 2a and 2e respectively.

b. Deaggregation of forcing scenarios and sea level
rise predictions

Probabilistic sea level rise hazard analysis allows for the

deaggregation of sea level rise hazard into its contributing

sources, models, and scenarios. Deaggregations in this

study are found using global mean sea level rise, calcu-

lated using the relative surface areas of different grid

cells. As depicted in Fig. 4, the contributions of different

RCPs vary with respect to sea level rise threshold. At

thresholds less than 50 cm, conditional probabilities for

each RCP are similar. This occurs because all scenarios

project at least this much global mean sea level rise by

2100. At higher sea level rise thresholds, the conditional

FIG. 3. Probabilities of joint 2006–2100 thermosteric, dynamic, glacier, and ice sheet sea level rise exceeding (a) 0.5,

(b) 1, (c) 2, (d) 3, and (e) 4m.

FIG. 4. Probabilities of RCP forcing scenarios given exceedance of

2006–2100 global mean sea level rise hazard thresholds.
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probabilities of RCP2.6, RCP6.0, and RCP4.5 drop, re-

flecting the relatively low sea level rise predicted by these

scenarios. It is not very surprising that projections of

RCP4.5 are larger than those for RCP6.0, as RCP4.5

projects higher growth in radiative forcing early in the

twenty-first century than RCP6.0. In probabilistic sea

level rise hazard analysis, there is no point where miti-

gation scenarios such as RCP2.6 will contribute more

to higher sea level rise thresholds than more extreme

scenarios.

In this illustrative study, the probabilities that sea

level rise exceeds a given threshold are deaggregated

both categorically, among RCPs and sea level rise pre-

diction models, and for the magnitude of predicted sea

level rise. Such analyses can help us consider the im-

portance of different contributions. Figure 5 depicts

conditional histograms of global mean thermosteric,

glacier, and ice sheet sea level rise. Samples of thermo-

steric sea level rise vary significantly in magnitude,

ranging from as low as 0.25m to as high as 1.25m

between 2006 and 2100. As hazard thresholds increase,

fewer and fewer predictions exceed the threshold and

the lowest sea level rise predictions stop contributing

to the exceedance rate. Interestingly, thresholds have

minimal impact on the global mean glacier contribution.

Although glacier contributions range from 0.20 to 0.85m

and are of similarmagnitude to other sources of sea level

rise, they are not found to be strongly correlated with

overall sea level rise for any given sample. The ice sheet

contribution has a strong correlation with total sea level

rise. Due to a relatively wide prediction range among

ISMs, the ice sheet contribution to sea level rise ranges

from near 0m to as high as 3.4m, which is consistent with

the range of possible ice sheet projections found in the

literature (Wong et al. 2017). The highest overall sea

level rise predictions result from especially large ice

sheet contributions. Uncertainty with respect to the ice

sheet sea level rise contribution likely coincides with

different modeling assumptions about ice sheet insta-

bility (DeConto and Pollard 2016; Ruckert et al. 2017).

FIG. 5. Histograms of the magnitudes of 2006–2100 global mean thermosteric, glacier, and ice

sheet sea level rise given exceedance of (a) 0.5, (b) 1, (c) 2, (d) 3, and (e) 4m hazard thresholds.
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Figure 6 depicts the relative contributions of GCMs,

glacier models and ISMs. As hazard thresholds increase,

the HadGEM2-ES model grows in importance, reflect-

ing the fact that other GCMs more rarely predict suffi-

cient thermosteric sea level rise to create overall mean

sea level change as large as 4m. Glacier model contri-

butions are not strongly affected by hazard threshold,

with model contributions only increasing or decreasing

very slightly with increases in threshold. The contribu-

tions of ISMs have a strong connection to hazard rate,

with UMISM dominating the most extreme ice sheet sea

level rise contributions. In comparison, the ISSM con-

tribution fails to contribute at hazard thresholds greater

than 1m. The ice sheet contribution to sea level rise is

the most significant source of uncertainty in under-

standing future sea level rise at this time.

5. Summary and discussion

In this study, we use probabilistic hazard analysis

methods to model total sea level rise. A probabilistic dis-

tribution of total sea level rise is estimated using a set of

forcing scenarios and a sea level rise prediction model

sampling process, where simulations of thermosteric sea

level rise, glacier melt, and ice sheet mass balance using

different models are considered. This process facilitates

aggregation of sources of sea level rise, allowing for the

creation of sea level rise hazard maps that estimate the

probability of exceeding a given sea level rise across

the globe.Hazardmapsdemonstrate how thefingerprints of

different sources of sea level rise combine to create distinct

patterns of sea level rise and sea level rise uncertainty.

Hazard deaggregation allows us to consider the rela-

tive importance of different sources of sea level rise.

Deaggregation among forcing scenarios reinforces the

fact that climate forcing has a strong influence on sea

level rise exceeding a given threshold. Understanding

sea level rise at high hazard thresholds depends on un-

derstanding the response to extreme climate forcing.

Among the physical processes driving sea level rise, the

glacier contribution was found to have minimal impact

on exceedance probabilities while the ice sheet con-

tribution was found to have the greatest impact. The

relative novelty of ISMs leads to a wide range of ice

FIG. 6. Probabilities of (a)GCMs, (b) glaciermodels, and (c) ice sheetmodels given exceedance

of 2006–2100 global mean sea level rise hazard thresholds.
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sheet sea level rise projections, affecting overall sea level

rise uncertainty. Thermosteric and dynamic sea level rise

have amoremoderate impact on sea level rise projections.

The probabilistic hazard analysis framework provides

a pathway toward creating useful tools for decision-

makers like hazard maps that give a single metric for

total sea level rise projection uncertainty at specific

hazard thresholds. Through hazard deaggregation, this

study illustrates how this framework could be imple-

mented and highlights how sea level rise projection

uncertainty is sensitive to climate forcing scenarios

and sea level rise contribution projections. If official

hazard analysis products are to be created in the future,

decision-makers should aim to create more compre-

hensive forcing scenario and sea level rise prediction

ensembles and will need to confirm specifics of the

overall probabilistic sea level rise model.
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